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About This Game

Prepare yourself for mind-blowing puzzle action in new dimensions!
You think Starlaxis is just a small, easy puzzle game? THINK AGAIN!

Master breath-taking challenges, win seemingly impossible boss fights, complete multiple missions goals, overcome dozens of
enemies, and last but not least: Save EARTH!

Features

Explosive puzzle action with complex game mechanics

Story & Endless mode

5 huge worlds, each with 8-9 missions and different goals to accomplish

Great graphic design with beatiful backgrounds and 3D spaceships

Choose from 4 upgradable starships

6 commanders with their own signature “special moves”

Seemingly impossible boss fights, breath-taking challenges, black holes, dozens of enemies, animated cutscenes and
much more will entertain you for many hours
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STEAM FEATURES: Achievements, Trading Cards and Leaderboard

No DLC. Get the COMPLETE game when buying it

Joypad, mouse & keyboard Support

PC-EXCLUSIVE
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Title: Starlaxis Supernova Edition
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Spiderwork Games
Publisher:
rokaplay
Release Date: 11 Feb, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista, 7, 8, 8.1, 10

Processor: 2.0 GHz Dual Core

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 1200 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible sound card

Additional Notes: Min. resolution: 1024x768

English,German
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starlaxis supernova edition

The idea of combining Tetris with the strategy genre is creative, however, the execution is very unimaginative.
The visual and acoustic parts of the game is plain, the game play is very tendious, and the story is forgettable (although I have
not finished it yet).
Moreover, it crashes.. Game where you have to play dice like Tetrus to move the ship. Planetside 2 > Starlaxis Supernova
Edition. Very Bad Gameplay
Crash with Chrome Browser :(. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TVBe4NPoVJ8. I wanted to like this game. I wanted to wait
and reserve judgement until I played a bit more of it, but I find that I really don't want to play anymore for one reason alone.
Too much loading time. I'll run though a mildly accurate account of loading time.

These are the game events that occur and an estimated execution time.
Game Launch to main menu = 30 seconds.
Load game to play mode = 30 seconds.
Play game length = 240 seconds (four minutes, but this widely varies).
Game death and automatic restart loading time = 30 seconds.
Game victory loading time = 30 seconds.
Special pause time (Game pauses when you use your special move.) = 10 seconds.
Boss appearance pause time = 10 seconds.

So lets say you just want to play one quick four minute game. In your quest for your four minute game you will have to wait for
loading screens and pause events for an approximate total of 2 minutes. Which means that one third of your total time in this
game you will spend looking at loading screens. Obviously there are other reviewers who look upon this game with more
positivity than I do, and I do see why. There is an entertaining game in here between the loading menus. I just no longer have the
patience to see it revealed more fully.. it's not a bad game. A mix of fast strategy and decisions, puzzle and luck. Visuals can
become annoying when scoring a keycombo or killing (it feels childish, but thats just my opinion). A nice story so far, but as
usual, your enemy has always an advantage.....always. Game hangs sometimes for a little moment (especially level loading or the
extra visual comment by certain actions). After a while, i get tired of it, because of the continuous disadvantages and my ships
who don't do that much as the enemy. But it is fun while it lasted. Btw, played with sound off, and my own music on :-). Puzzle
game in which the puzzle part is used to command a ship accross levels.
Interesting mechanic but gets tedious.
Game is fine, well animated.
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It could be best puzzle game ever. Only if I could start it on my Windows 7 x64. It's crashing with error.
Take this Complaint as a Gift!. it's not a bad game. A mix of fast strategy and decisions, puzzle and luck. Visuals can become
annoying when scoring a keycombo or killing (it feels childish, but thats just my opinion). A nice story so far, but as usual, your
enemy has always an advantage.....always. Game hangs sometimes for a little moment (especially level loading or the extra
visual comment by certain actions). After a while, i get tired of it, because of the continuous disadvantages and my ships who
don't do that much as the enemy. But it is fun while it lasted. Btw, played with sound off, and my own music on :-). Game is
OK. A bit dull. Very busy with flashing and moving effects all over the place like it's trying to compensate for something.

Devs put game on greenlight and in a greenlight bundle and then refused to give keys to the GL bundle buyers, claiming it was a
different game. (It's not a different game).. Great game,
to idle for cards.. I think it's a good game, the art and music is very entertaining and the gameplay is well done. You have to
think about your moves and plan your piece drops so you can have commands ready when you want them. It's a nice blend of
strategy and puzzle.. Prepare yourself for mind-blowing puzzle action in new dimensions!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ElGbHWIWfHc
You think Starlaxis is just a small, easy puzzle game? THINK AGAIN! Master breath-taking challenges, win seemingly
impossible boss fights, complete multiple missions goals, overcome dozens of enemies, and last but not least: Save EARTH! -
Recommended!. I wanted to like this game. I wanted to wait and reserve judgement until I played a bit more of it, but I find that
I really don't want to play anymore for one reason alone. Too much loading time. I'll run though a mildly accurate account of
loading time.

These are the game events that occur and an estimated execution time.
Game Launch to main menu = 30 seconds.
Load game to play mode = 30 seconds.
Play game length = 240 seconds (four minutes, but this widely varies).
Game death and automatic restart loading time = 30 seconds.
Game victory loading time = 30 seconds.
Special pause time (Game pauses when you use your special move.) = 10 seconds.
Boss appearance pause time = 10 seconds.

So lets say you just want to play one quick four minute game. In your quest for your four minute game you will have to wait for
loading screens and pause events for an approximate total of 2 minutes. Which means that one third of your total time in this
game you will spend looking at loading screens. Obviously there are other reviewers who look upon this game with more
positivity than I do, and I do see why. There is an entertaining game in here between the loading menus. I just no longer have the
patience to see it revealed more fully.. nice game
. Starlaxis Supernova Edition is a game that I recommend because:
- have an acceptable price
- is a method to banish boredom
- is a nice puzzle
- have trading cards

Enjoy!. Starlaxis Supernova Edition:
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Starlaxis is a combination of Tetris and a game of chess set in space (I think is the best analogy that I can come up with).
 I enjoy the layout of the game, 2\/3 of the screen is setup like Tetris and 1\/3 of a horizontal map which shows you where your
vessel is as well as your enemies and other obstacles like asteroids. This game will get your brain going, let me tell you!

Letters, numbers and arrow cubes will drop (you will be able to rotate numbers from 1 to 4 for example) and you will have to
get combinations to move your craft up\/down or right\/left, get armour and shoot your enemies as fast as you can. Also, your
enemies will constantly be moving so you have to be attentive in that regards. What I really like about this game is the fact that
you really have to plan your moves (in advance, like a chess game) to be able to beat your foes as fast as possible. If you actually
managed to get an \u201cA\u201d ranking at the end of each mission you will get a fair bit of money to upgrade your spaceship.

As you progress, you will be able to get other ships and commanders to help you in your missions.
Graphics and soundtracks are decent and the game runs smoothly. The controls are easy but it will take you time to master them.
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One small negative for me is the loading time between missions, it is a bit slow.

For $5.94, your brain will have a work out and you will have a lot of fun.

Positives:
~~~~~~~~

-\tChallenging
-\tFun to play
-\tAchievements
-\tTrading Cards
-\tWell structure idea

Negatives:
~~~~~~~~

-\tLoading is a bit slow between mission

Money well spent! A must have.

9\/10
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